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There are more than a hundred terrific trucks to discover inside this fun activity book that includes

over five hundred fantastic stickers. Organized into groups such as construction, emergency, and

farm, the colorful pages feature bright truck photographs to look at and names to read. Learning

becomes interactive as children find, then match, the missing stickers to the spaces on the pages.

This is a great book to build children's vocabulary and develop hand-eye coordination skills, as well

as help children learn about truck.
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Roger Priddy's passion for educating children through fun, informative and engaging books has led

him to create some of publishing's most enduring and successful nonfiction early learning books.

Roger lives in London and has three children, who have been the inspiration behind many of his

best publishing ideas.

My 20-month-old daughter loves this series of sticker books. Almost too much! :) Be aware that if

you are getting this for a toddler who hasn't mastered removing stickers by herself, that you will be

doing this sticker book with your kid ALL THE TIME. Great for reinforcing colors, types of vehicles,

words...very interactive. Also be aware that the stickers aren't incredibly easy to remove and reapply



- and if you do remove them and reapply a few times, they lose their stickiness. That was not a

problem for me, as the book provided hours of entertainment and learning.

My son feels strongly that this book needs more cement mixer stickers! Otherwise it is a very nice

book. First half is activities and 2nd half is stickers to complete those activities. My son is only 2 so

we don't do the activities (matching colors, words, match a picture with the word, etc) but the

stickers are nice, don't rip in the wrong places too easily, peel off easily enough and a good quantity

for the price.

The 4 year old truck-loving boy I gave it to couldn't put it down. He loved it! Lots and lots of stickers,

easy to match the shapes, had page numbers on the sticker page to tell him which page in the book

they belonged on, etc. Highly recommend it for your truck fan!

6 year old grandson loved this fun book!!

My 2.5 year old is absolutely in love with this book. It's well laid out, stickers are easy to peel, and

it's a great tool for learning through play. We will be getting the others in this collection for sure!

As described. Thanks!

Good quality sticker book, a lot of pages of pure fun. My son loves it!

This is a great sticker book. My 2-year-old son loves it. Although he is not the age to recognize the

word by alphabets, but he enjoys looking outside the window while sitting in the car, and pointing

out all the car types he finds on the streets. It is funny to see a 2-year-old recognizing 'hot rod' and

fuel tanker on the streets.. ;)
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